INTRODUCTION
============

Mammalian cells express a variety of innate immune receptors that sense the presence of invading viruses and induce defensive countermeasures. TRIM5α is an E3 ubiquitin ligase that senses incoming retroviruses by binding to the capsid coat that protects the viral core, subsequently inducing premature core dissociation and inhibiting reverse transcription of the viral genome \[([@R1], [@R2]) and reviewed in ([@R3])\]. TRIM5α recognizes retroviral capsids by assembling a lattice with complementary hexagonal symmetry and spacing to the capsid lattice, thereby aligning otherwise very weak interaction epitopes and enabling avid binding ([@R4]). Structural insights on the TRIM5α lattice have been derived from crystallographic studies of oligomeric subcomplexes and low-resolution cryo--electron microscopy of biochemically reconstituted TRIM5α/capsid complexes ([@R4]--[@R8]). However, the extent to which the TRIM lattice can cover the capsid and how TRIM5α directly contacts the capsid surface have not been established.

Retroviral capsids are organized as fullerene structures comprising several hundred viral CA protein hexamers and 12 CA pentamers ([@R9], [@R10]). These capsids display a remarkable degree of polymorphism \[reviewed in ([@R11])\]. For example, a typical HIV-1 capsid is cone shaped and displays highly variable surface curvature ([@R9], [@R10]). These capsids can also be cylindrical, spherical, or polyhedral; the different shapes arise from differing distributions of the hexamers and pentamers ([@R12]). Individual capsids can use different numbers of CA subunits (ranging from around 1200 to around 2000), and so capsid size can also vary. Thus, there is considerable structural variation both within a single capsid particle and across different capsids, even within a single retrovirus species. To function effectively, TRIM5α must have requisite flexibility to accommodate these variations, yet the molecular basis of such flexibility is not yet fully established.

Purified recombinant HIV-1 CA proteins can assemble in vitro into long helical tubes that recapitulate the structural and functional properties of the hexagonal capsid lattice ([@R13], [@R14]). TRIM5α-bound HIV-1 CA tubes can also be reconstituted in vitro ([@R7], [@R8]). We applied cryo--electron tomography and subtomogram averaging on these complexes to obtain a series of reconstructions that collectively describe how the TRIM5α lattice recognizes and binds the HIV-1 capsid lattice. Our maps show that the TRIM5α capsid-binding domains act as dimeric units and contact the capsid surface in multiple different ways. These contacts are organized in a hierarchy of structures, which constitute a TRIM5α lattice that completely cages a retroviral capsid.

RESULTS
=======

We reconstituted TRIM5α/capsid complexes by coincubating purified TRIM5α and HIV-1 CA proteins ([@R7], [@R8]). Cryotomograms of the resulting tubes, collected at high defocus values (high contrast), exhibited patches of clearly resolved, large hexagonal rings on the tube surface ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, binding of TRIM5α to the capsid-like tubes was evident in individual raw images. To visualize higher resolution, we performed subtomogram averaging ([@R15]) of seven tubes from low-defocus cryotomograms. Each CA tube belongs to a distinct helical family with differing diameter (fig. S1). Collectively, the tubes therefore sample the structural variations found within authentic capsids (but not pentamer-containing declinations).

![Cryotomography and subtomogram averaging of TRIM5α-coated HIV-1 capsid-like tubes.\
(**A**) Sections from a tomogram collected at high defocus values (\~9 μm), emphasizing the walls of the CA tube (central slice) and the surrounding TRIM5α lattice (peripheral slice). Scale bars, 100 nm. (**B** to **D**) Lattice maps showing the final positions and orientations of CA hexamers (B), TRIM dimers (C), and TRIM trimers (D) from a single tube. Each position is displayed on a color scale of red to green, from low to high cross-correlation value as indicated. (**E**) Combined lattice map with CA hexamers colored in orange, TRIM dimers in cyan, and TRIM trimers in magenta. (**F** to **H**) Close-up views.](aaw3631-F1){#F1}

Average structures were calculated for the CA hexamer (the repeating unit of the capsid-like tubes) (fig. S2, A and B) and the TRIM5α trimer and dimer (the repeating units of the TRIM lattice) (fig. S3, A and B). For cross-validation, we independently calculated the trimer and dimer averages ([Fig. 1, C and D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S3A), which confirmed that their refined positions and orientations defined the same lattice in each tube ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Both the two- and threefold positions were resolved in each of the dimer and trimer maps, and their overlapping regions show excellent agreement (fig. S3, B to D). The nominal resolutions of the individual reconstructions are 17 Å (hexamer), 26 Å (dimer), and 25 Å (trimer) (figs. S2C and S3E).

We visualized the global architecture of the TRIM5α/capsid complexes by generating lattice maps from the positions and orientations of subunit densities as determined by subtomogram averaging ([Fig. 1, B to E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The tubes consist of an inner wall of CA hexamers, similar to previous helical reconstructions ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R13], [@R14]). The TRIM5α proteins make an essentially contiguous network of interactions, forming a hexagonal wire cage that completely surrounds the CA tube ([Fig. 1, C to E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Like other tripartite motif family members, TRIM5α contains an N-terminal RBCC motif---consisting of RING, B-box 2, and coiled-coil domains---followed by a SPRY domain that directly binds the capsid ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The coiled-coil domain forms a long α helix that dimerizes in an antiparallel orientation, making an elongated rod that is capped at each end by the B-box 2 domain ([@R5], [@R6]). The B-box 2 domain makes a trimer that links dimers into a hexagonal lattice ([@R8], [@R16]). Although our reconstructed maps are of limited resolution, fitting the crystal structures of B-box 2/coiled-coil dimers ([@R6]) and trimers ([@R8]) resulted in an unambiguous solution ([Fig. 2, B to E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S4). This is because both the B-box 2/coiled-coil trimer crystal structure ([@R8]) and our corresponding trimer reconstruction here have pronounced curvature, with the concave surface facing the capsid. In the fitted model, the N-terminal end of the B-box 2 domain is found on the cytoplasmic (convex) face of the trimer, whereas the C-terminal end of the coiled-coil domain is found on the capsid (concave) side. Our interpretation is further bolstered by an additional density feature on the cytoplasmic side of the B-box 2 trimer and adjacent to the fitted B-box N termini. This extra density becomes more pronounced at low contour levels (fig. S5A), and we established that it is due to the RING domain by comparison with reconstructions from TRIM5α/CA complexes made with a TRIM5α RING deletion mutant (fig. S5B). Our reconstructions therefore confirm the proposed organization of the TRIM5α hexagonal lattice that was deduced from isolated structures of the subcomplexes ([@R8]).

![The structure of TRIM5α bound to HIV-1 capsid-like tubes.\
(**A**) Domain organization of TRIM5α. (**B** to **E**) Orthogonal views of subtomogram-averaged structures centered on the TRIM5α dimer (B and C) and trimer (D and E). Each map is shown as an isosurface, with a composite PDB model obtained by rigid-body docking of crystal structures (as described in the main text; see also fig. S5). The domains are colored as in (A): B-box 2, orange; coiled coil, green; and SPRY, blue.](aaw3631-F2){#F2}

After modeling the RBCC domains, the only remaining density feature projects downward from the center of the coiled coil, which we therefore assigned to the SPRY domain ([Fig. 2, C and E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This assignment is consistent with previous analyses, including difference density comparisons of flattened TRIM5α lattices, which also localized SPRY to the center of the hexagon edges ([@R4], [@R7]). The SPRY density appears as a symmetric closed-packed dimer, even in the trimer reconstruction, which was averaged with imposed threefold (but not twofold) symmetry (fig. S3B). This observation supports the proposal that the two SPRY domains within a TRIM5α dimer act as a single bivalent unit that simultaneously engages two binding epitopes ([@R5], [@R6], [@R8], [@R17]). In the dimer reconstruction, the SPRY density is more clearly bilobed and flares out before joining with the capsid surface ([Fig. 3, A and B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Guided by overlapping residues in separate crystal structures of the coiled-coil and SPRY domains ([@R6], [@R18], [@R19]), a computational model of the coiled-coil/SPRY substructure was generated ([@R17]). Fitting of this model positions two copies of SPRY well within the dimeric density, with only minimal adjustments (fig. S4). Although more precise details will have to await an experimentally determined higher-resolution structure, our SPRY domain positioning satisfies multiple constraints from previous studies. Each SPRY domain is packed against the coiled coil through a short helix and an amphipathic interface previously shown to be important for capsid binding and restriction ([@R17], [@R20]). The V1 loops are positioned at the flared regions that contact the capsid surface (magenta in [Fig. 3, A and B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with studies indicating that V1 directly binds the CA subunits ([@R18], [@R19], [@R21]--[@R23]). Furthermore, our model also suggests that a short segment (~430~IVPLSVIIC~438~ in rhesus TRIM5α) that includes the outermost strand of the SPRY β-sandwich fold may mediate lateral SPRY/SPRY contacts (asterisk in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The V435K/I436K mutations within this segment were previously shown to disrupt capsid binding and restriction activity ([@R24]).

![The SPRY domain binds to the capsid surface.\
(**A** and **B**) Orthogonal stereoviews of the SPRY dimer reconstruction, with modeled coiled-coil/SPRY dimer. The flexible V1 loops (magenta), which are predicted to directly contact CA are located at the flared regions that join with the capsid surface. A putative SPRY/SPRY dimer interface is indicated by an asterisk. (**C**) Scatter plot of SPRY dimer positions relative to the closest CA hexamers. Points are colored according to a color gradient that indicates the degree of clustering (red, highest point density and blue, lowest point density). (**D**) Projection of the CA hexamers in (C), shown for reference.](aaw3631-F3){#F3}

In the averaged CA reconstruction, the hexamers are well defined ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas in both the TRIM dimer and trimer maps, the capsid surface is essentially featureless ([Fig. 2, B to E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that the SPRY domains adopt multiple different orientations relative to the underlying CA hexamers. To examine this further, we projected the centroid SPRY dimer positions onto the same plane and analyzed their distribution relative to the nearest seven CA hexamers (with the hexamer closest to the SPRY in the center) ([Fig. 3, C and D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Although the distribution showed substantial overall scatter, clustering was also evident, which appeared most pronounced above the three capsid symmetry axes ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These results not only show that the SPRY dimer indeed has a degenerate set of binding modes relative to the CA hexamer but also suggest that certain binding modes are preferred. The clustering pattern has pronounced anisotropy that follows the long axis of the capsid tube. This provides further support for the notion that the assembling TRIM lattice can detect the curvature of the underlying CA lattice.

Guided by the lattice maps, we identified and extracted 550 subvolumes that each encompassed an entire TRIM hexagon. After an initial round of refinement, the resulting map had well-defined densities for the TRIM5α hexagon, and one of the helical lines for the capsid lattice was resolved (fig. S6A). This indicated to us that the average was composed of only a discrete number of configurations. The subvolumes could be classified into two subsets: Class 1 having 335 particles and Class 2 having 215 particles. The two classes differ in the relative rotation of the TRIM hexagon relative to the long axis of the CA tube (fig. S6B). In the Class 2 average, two helical lines of the capsid lattice were now visible, whereas in the Class 1 average, the CA hexamers were resolved. We therefore focused on Class 1. Two additional refinement rounds produced a map in which both the TRIM hexagon and underlying CA hexamers are resolved and interpretable ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S6D). In this reconstruction, the TRIM hexagon covers an area equivalent to about 11 CA hexamers. All six SPRY domain dimers in the hexagon edges and connecting densities to the CA hexamers are visible. We observed four distinct modes of SPRY/CA interactions ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). SPRY dimers connect two adjacent CA hexamers in edges ii, iv, and v, with edge ii having the opposite handedness as edges iv and v. In edges iii and vi, the SPRY dimer is positioned asymmetrically above a single CA hexamer. Last, in edge i, the SPRY dimer is almost directly above a CA hexamer. We therefore conclude that indeed, TRIM5α contacts the capsid surface in a degenerate manner, but the SPRY domains have preferred modes of binding to the CA subunits. Although a more accurate accounting of the actual number of SPRY/CA interaction modes and the precise details of how the SPRY V1 loops contact the CA subunits will have to await further studies, such degenerate positioning agrees very well with results from mapping studies of susceptibility and resistance determinants on CA ([@R25]--[@R33]).

![Structure of TRIM5α in complex with the HIV-1 capsid lattice.\
(**A**) Average reconstruction. (**B**) Views of each of the six edges in the same orientation. (**C**) Schematic representation of the structure as a hexagon with structurally distinct edges in different colors and labeled from i to vi as shown. Legend indicates the symmetry properties of each edge, which describe the relative arrangements of SPRY and CA. (**D**) Tiling of a single hexagon is possible only along the iii,vi edge pair trajectory but not the i,iv or ii,v trajectories. (**E**) Construction of a dihexagon asymmetric unit from the hexagon unit. (**F**) Tessellation of the dihexagon into a planar lattice.](aaw3631-F4){#F4}

The Class 1 map is globally asymmetric because the two lattices are offset translationally. This is also evident from the nonsymmetric arrangement of the six hexagon edges ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the Class 1 map cannot be the repeating unit of a TRIM5α/CA superlattice ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore asked whether the Class 1 map represents a smaller portion of a larger asymmetric unit that can be tessellated (or tiled) into a superlattice. Because the TRIM hexagons must share edges, such a unit would require SPRY/CA contacts on opposite edges to be oriented in the same way or related by translational symmetry. This is only true for the iii,vi edge pair ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, three of the edges are formally twofold rotationally symmetric (edges ii, iv, and v), and one is pseudo-twofold symmetric (edge i) ([Fig. 4, B and C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, one can generate a larger asymmetric unit---a dihexagon---of a putative TRIM5α/CA superlattice by rotating a second copy of the map around edge i and then overlapping this with the equivalent edge in the first copy ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This dihexagon can now be tessellated into a planar P2 lattice ([Fig. 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

The above analysis explains how the TRIM hexagonal lattice can undergo limited extensions beyond the initial seed by using only four distinct types of SPRY/CA contacts. But how can TRIM5α cover the entire capsid lattice? Closer examination of the Class 2 particles indicated that these can be further classified into two additional subsets, which now differ from each other by translation relative to the underlying capsid lattice (fig. S6C). Unfortunately, the reconstructions cannot be improved further because of the limited number of particles. However, it is likely that, as with the Class 1 hexagon, these Class 2 hexagon subsets are also one-half of two other dihexagon units (or each is half of a single dihexagon unit). Regardless, we surmise that the Class 2 reconstructions present distinct arrangements of the same four types of SPRY/CA contacts identified in the Class 1 reconstruction.

Lattice mapping of the Class 1 and 2 particles revealed that these form separate patches of TRIM5α/CA superlattices in the tubes ([Figs. 1, G and H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The patches are small, and each comprises only a few dihexagon units ([Fig. 5, A and B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Because each patch differs in the relative rotation and translation of the TRIM lattice relative to the CA lattice, adjacent patches cannot be joined without creating a seam in one of the two lattices. The capsid lattice is contiguous in the tubes, and so it is the TRIM lattice that makes the adjustments by joining the TRIM hexagon patches with TRIM pentagons and heptagons ([Figs. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Such a phenomenon---having small discrete patches of hexagonal lattice joined together by pentagon and heptagon insertions---is well documented in single-layer paracrystalline arrays of carbon graphene; the pentagon/heptagon insertions are called grain boundaries ([@R34], [@R35]). We therefore conclude that just like graphene, the TRIM5 lattices assembled on the surfaces of the HIV-1 capsid tubes are paracrystalline, composed of small patches of hexagonal order joined together by pentagon- and heptagon-containing grain boundaries.

![Paracrystalline architecture of the TRIM5α lattice.\
(**A**) Lattice map of a TRIM5α-coated tube. CA hexamers are not shown for simplicity. (**B**) Same lattice map with geometric shapes traced and colored to aid in visualization. Class 1 hexagons are colored in orange, Class 2 hexagons in green, and grain boundary pentagons and heptagons in blue. (**C**) Illustration of two planar hexagonal lattice patches (orange and green) connected by pentagons and heptagons.](aaw3631-F5){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

Although the lattice-lattice matching mechanism of capsid recognition by TRIM5α is now a well-established model ([@R3]), the molecular details have been quite challenging to characterize structurally. We and others have previously used a "divide-and-conquer" approach to obtain high-resolution x-ray crystal structures of the separate repeating structural units in the HIV-1 capsid and TRIM5 lattices ([@R6], [@R8], [@R16], [@R36]). Our key goal in this current study is to deconstruct how conformational variations within the viral capsids are accommodated by the bound TRIM5 lattice, by using in vitro--assembled TRIM5α/HIV-1 CA complexes as a model system. Our studies also highlight the general challenge that is inherent to structural characterization of these types of systems, which arises from the fact that high-resolution structures are obtained by averaging structurally identical (or at least highly similar) particles. In this case, each tube that we examined (23 total, with 7 selected for analysis here) belongs to a different helical family and hence has a different diameter and degree of surface curvature. By using lattice mapping and subtomogram averaging ([@R15]), different structural subclasses that provide complementary structural information could be identified. Although gathering sufficient numbers of particles for high-resolution reconstruction of each subclass is significantly limiting, we nevertheless were able to generate a series of maps of sufficient resolution for meaningful interpretation, including a low-resolution map of part of an "asymmetric unit" of a putative TRIM5α/CA superlattice. By integrating the low-resolution reconstructions with previously determined x-ray crystal structures, we achieved a more sophisticated understanding of how TRIM5 proteins recognize and bind retroviral capsids.

The reconstructed maps of the TRIM5α dimer and trimer confirm the molecular architecture of the TRIM hexagonal lattice that we previously deduced from crystallographic structures of TRIM5 domain fragments ([@R8]). Our maps also provide direct experimental evidence that the two SPRY domains of a TRIM5α dimer are indeed bound to the center of the coiled-coil domain and form a close-packed dimeric unit as proposed ([@R5], [@R6], [@R8], [@R17]), consistent with coordinated, simultaneous binding of the two SPRYs to CA.

By definition, a key feature of avidity-driven binding is the correspondence in relative spacing of the interacting elements ([@R37]), in this case between the TRIM5α SPRY domains and as yet unknown epitopes on the CA subunits. Ideally, these spacings are strictly matched, yet it is evident that this is unlikely with retroviral capsids, because their continuously varying curvature necessarily generates varying distances between equivalent surface epitopes on CA. Furthermore, TRIM5α must accommodate not only the variations in spacings but also variations in relative rotations of these equivalent epitopes, the retroviral capsids being made of CA hexamers and pentamers. Our studies now reveal that TRIM5α accomplishes this through hierarchical assembly, in which a limited number of basal interaction modes between the SPRY and CA subunits are successively organized in increasingly higher-order structures that culminate in a cage surrounding the retroviral capsid. Specifically, we identified at least four distinct types of basal SPRY/CA interactions that allow the SPRY domain to juxtapose the HIV-1 CA hexamer in multiple different ways. At the next level, the four types of SPRY/CA contacts are mixed and matched in a limited number of higher-order arrangements, which we observed as two (perhaps three) distinct classes of TRIM dihexagon-containing asymmetric units. These dihexagon units, in turn, form distinct patches of TRIM5α/CA superlattices. The patches are small because supercrystalline order or complementarity between the two component lattices can be only sustained over short distances. Last, the patches are connected by grain boundaries made of adjacent pentagons and heptagons, analogous to paracrystalline carbon arrays.

Further studies are now required to elucidate the dynamics of TRIM5α assembly on retroviral capsid templates. We envision that the "minimal recognition unit" of TRIM5α constitutes a ditriskelion---a central TRIM5α dimer with two "arms" at each end---which forms the central scaffold of the dihexagon. A ditriskelion satisfies all three functional requirements of capsid recognition: direct binding of the SPRY domain to CA, dimerization of the coiled coil, and higher-order assembly (trimerization) of the B-box 2 domain \[reviewed in ([@R3])\]. A ditriskelion can act both as a molecular ruler (by matching the spacings, in a degenerate manner, of the arrayed SPRY domain dimers and CA hexamers) and as a protractor (because binding of the flanking arms locks the central dimer in its bound position and defines the local lattice vector of the assembling TRIM lattice relative to the underlying capsid lattice). We further envision that as assembly progresses, joining and locking of each additional TRIM5α dimer within a ditriskelion effectively constitute repeated measurements of the capsid lattice. This allows the growing TRIM lattice to detect changes in capsid surface curvature and adjust accordingly. The ability of TRIM5 to form pentagons and other shapes is also likely to be an important mechanism to accommodate sharp capsid surface declinations containing CA pentamers.

Although TRIM5α restriction is associated with nonproductive, accelerated uncoating of retroviral cores ([@R2], [@R38], [@R39]), the capsid lattice is intact in our reconstructions. This indicates that, contrary to previous reports ([@R40]--[@R42]), the TRIM5α cage may not be intrinsically destabilizing to the capsid. In support of this interpretation, a variety of studies have detected stable TRIM5α/capsid complexes in the cytoplasm under conditions where the proteasome or self-ubiquitination of TRIM5α is inhibited ([@R43]--[@R45]). These observations also imply that the proteasome or some ubiquitin-dependent cellular machinery is required to accelerate uncoating. We also found that stable complexes are formed in vitro when TRIM5α assembles de novo around preformed capsid-like particles, provided that the recently described capsid stability factor---inositol hexakisphosphate ([@R46], [@R47])---is present (fig. S7). Under nonrestricted infection conditions, reverse transcription inside the core is thought to induce uncoating ([@R48]--[@R51]), likely by increasing pressure from within that eventually ruptures the capsid ([@R52]). The capsid-binding inhibitor PF74 stabilizes a ruptured capsid ([@R53], [@R54]) and delays uncoating in vitro despite continued reverse transcription ([@R54]). We propose that TRIM5α may also stabilize the capsid lattice against rising pressure from inside the core. Recruitment of proteasomes \[or autophagosomes ([@R55])\] would then destroy the entire assemblage and halt reverse transcription. Under conditions where ubiquitination is inhibited, reverse transcription can proceed to completion within the TRIM5α-bound capsid ([@R43]). Nevertheless, virus replication remains restricted, perhaps because the surrounding TRIM5α cage would interfere with other functions of the capsid, such as engagement of nuclear import and integration machinery. Thus, we propose that cage formation constitutes the restriction mechanism of TRIM5α.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sample preparation
------------------

TRIM5α and HIV-1 CA proteins were purified, and recombinant TRIM5α/CA complexes were prepared as described ([@R7], [@R8]). For this study, we used TRIM5α from African green monkey because this variant is active against HIV-1 and efficiently assembles into hexagonal lattices in vitro ([@R7]). The recombinant TRIM5α protein contained an L81F mutation in the RING domain that allows in vitro coassembly with HIV-1 CA more efficiently than wild type and does not affect the ubiquitination activity of the RING domain or overall restriction activity of the protein.

Data acquisition and processing
-------------------------------

A 20-μl aliquot of the coassembled sample was mixed with an equal volume of 10-nm BSA Gold Tracer (Electron Microscopy Sciences); 3.5 μl was applied on glow-discharged C-flat grids (Protochips) and then plunge-frozen into liquid ethane. Cryotomograms were acquired using an FEI Titan Krios electron microscope operating at 300 kV and equipped with a Falcon II camera. Tilt series were collected using the data collection software Tomography 3.0 (FEI) with an angular range of −60° to +60°, an angular increment of 1°, defocus values of 2.5 to 4 μm, and a nominal magnification of ×29,000, which corresponds to a pixel (px) size of 2.92 Å. One dataset was collected at a defocus value of 9 μm and used to generate initial reference-free maps for the TRIM5α trimer and dimer. Tilt series were aligned by using IMOD ([@R56]). Weighted back-projection was used to reconstruct tomograms, and the contrast transfer function was applied in IMOD. Subtomogram averaging was carried out using the Dynamo software package ([@R57]).

Reconstruction of the CA hexamer
--------------------------------

Subvolumes were extracted from 2× binned data in 100 × 100 × 100 px uniformly distributed along the length of each tube, spaced by 17 px (fig. S2A). Initial Euler angles were assigned on the basis of the centroid position of each volume relative to the tube axis \["backbone" as defined in Dynamo ([@R57])\]. Initial averaging was performed via six-dimensional search (16 iterations), applying no symmetry. The resulting average map of the tube segment was then used to determine the positions of CA hexamers throughout the length of each tube. Subvolumes of 64 × 64 × 64 px centered on these positions were then reextracted from the 2× binned tomograms and assigned initial Euler angles in reference to the tube axis. An initial hexamer search template was generated by averaging the subvolumes using only azimuthal refinement, applying sixfold symmetry. Subtomogram averaging was then performed separately for each tube, applying twofold symmetry, a low-pass filter of 30 Å, and default masks in Dynamo. Upon convergence, lattice maps were generated as described ([@R58]) and visually examined. Particles that were clearly misaligned and/or had very low cross-correlation values were discarded. After another round of averaging and examination, 9684 subvolumes were extracted from unbinned tomograms (128 × 128 × 128 px) and split into even/odd subsets. The two subsets were treated independently from this point forward. For each subset, an initial template was generated by averaging all particles according to the Euler angles and positions determined from the previous refinement. Four iterations of refinement were performed, applying a soft-edged spherical mask of 35-px radius and progressively narrower angular and positional search ranges. The final map was calculated with a low-pass filter of 20 Å.

Reconstruction of the TRIM5α dimer and trimer
---------------------------------------------

Initial maps of the trimer and dimer were generated by hand-picking \~60 particles from a single tomogram (defocus value of 9 μm), assigning initial Euler angles in reference to the tube backbone as defined above, and performing one round of azimuthal refinement with three- or twofold symmetry, as appropriate. These maps were used as initial search templates for the each of the seven tubes, as described below.

For each tube, the optimized tube backbone was defined in reference to the refined CA hexamer positions. This, in turn, was used to generate a tubular mesh with a 50-px radius; this mesh oversampled the TRIM lattice by at least 25× for the dimer and 35× for the trimer. Subvolumes of 64 × 64 × 64 px whose centers were uniformly distributed on this mesh were extracted from 2× binned tomograms. Initial polar angles were assigned in reference to the tube backbone, whereas azimuthal angles were randomized. One iteration of azimuthal and positional refinement was performed, using the far-from-focus trimer and dimer models as search templates, again applying three- or twofold symmetry as appropriate and a low-pass filter of 40 Å (fig. S3A). The averaged maps from these first rounds were then used as search template in all subsequent refinements. In the first three iterations, refined positions that were within 4 px of each other were averaged, reextracted from the tomograms, and reassigned Euler angles as above. On the fourth iteration, lattice maps were examined, and particles that migrated to unrealistic positions and/or had very low cross-correlation values were discarded. Subvolumes were then reextracted (128 × 128 × 128 px) from unbinned tomograms (3204 dimers and 2108 trimers from seven tubes) and split into even/odd subsets, which were treated independently from this point forward. Refinement iterations were performed until convergence (which required six iterations for the dimer and eight for the trimer), with progressively narrower angular and positional search ranges and a low-pass filter set at 30 Å. Soft-edged tubular and ellipsoidal masks were used for the dimer and trimer, respectively.

Reconstruction of the TRIM5α/CA complex
---------------------------------------

Guided by the combined TRIM and CA lattice maps, 550 subvolumes encompassing entire TRIM hexagons were extracted (64 × 64 × 64 px) from 4× binned tomograms and assigned polar Euler angles in reference to the underlying CA lattice \[which was modeled as "surface" in Dynamo ([@R57])\]. Azimuthal angles were randomized. One iteration of azimuthal refinement was performed to generate an initial model (fig. S6A). Classification was performed by multireference alignment in Dynamo, using as reference two copies of the initial model with random noise added, a cylindrical alignment mask that covered both the TRIM and CA densities, and a cylindrical classification mask that covered only the CA densities. The classification separated the particles into two classes (Classes 1 and 2) according to the rotation of the TRIM hexagon relative to the long axis of the tube (fig. S6, A and B). A second classification run was performed on the Class 2 particles, which further separated the particles into two subclasses (Classes 2a and 2b) that differed in translation of the TRIM hexagon relative to the underlying CA lattice (fig. S6, A and C). Class 1 particles from above (335 particles) were recropped from 2× binned tomograms (128 × 128 × 128 px) and refined for two additional iterations with progressively narrower angular and positional search ranges.

Fourier shell correlations
--------------------------

Correlations between the even/odd maps of the CA hexamer (fig. S2C), TRIM dimer (fig. S3E, blue curve), and TRIM trimer (fig. S3E, magenta curve) were calculated inside soft-edged Gaussian masks using the dfsc subroutine in Dynamo ([@R57]), and map "resolutions" were determined at the 0.143 gold standard cutoff (17.5, 25.7, and 24.9 Å for the hexamer, dimer, and trimer, respectively).

Resolution estimation for the Class 1 TRIM5α/CA complex was performed as follows. The central hexamer was aligned with the CA hexamer reconstruction as reference with Chimera ([@R59]), and the correlation between the two maps was calculated with the dfsc subroutine in Dynamo (fig. S6D, green curve) ([@R57]). The obtained 0.143 cutoff value was 23.8 Å. We also aligned each of the six hexagon edges with the TRIM dimer reconstruction as reference, which gave an average value of 31.7 ± 1.8 Å at the 0.143 cutoff (fig. S4B, blue curves).

Structural analysis and visualization
-------------------------------------

Map examination, PDB model fitting, and figure rendering were all performed with Chimera ([@R59]).

Data deposition
---------------

Maps were deposited at the EMDB with accession numbers EMD-20562 (CA hexamer), EMD-20563 (TRIM5α dimer), EMD-20564 (TRIM5α trimer), and EMD-20565 (TRIM5α/CA complex). A representative tomogram was also deposited with accession number EMD-20574.
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